COMMUNICATION

It’s human.

It’s digital.

It’s business.

It’s information.

COMMUNICATION. IT’S UNIVERSAL.

To learn more – call the Communication Department
620.365.5116 ext. 273
or
email tpiazza@allenc.edu
Communication @ Allen

The Communication program at Allen is designed to introduce you to the basic principles of interpersonal, public, and mass communication.

Why study communication?

Developing communication skills is an asset to all students. In addition, we live in the “Age of Information” where careers in communication are in high demand. As a communication major, you will be prepared for effective communication in personal and professional settings as well as for further study.

Communication Courses:

- Public Speaking
- Mass Communication
- Interpersonal Communication
- Reporting
- Newspaper
- Yearbook

*Related courses are offered through our Business and Production Media programs.

“Communication at Allen can spark anyone’s interest and has a little something for everyone. That’s the great part, plus the classes are really interesting and fun.”

- Callie Umboltz